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AGENDA REPORT

Meeting Date: April 16, 2019

Item Number: G—1

To: Honorable Mayor and City Council

From: Aaron Kunz, AICP, Deputy Director of Transportation
Martha Eros, Transportation Planner

Subject: RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BEVERLY
HILLS MODIFYING PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE “0”
ON THE 200 AND 300 BLOCKS OF SOUTH CANON DRIVE
BETWEEN CHARLEVILLE BOULEVARD AND THE ALLEY NORTH
OF OLYMPIC BOULEVARD

Attachments: 1. Resolution
2. Categorical Exemption Form
3. March 7, 2019 Traffic and Parking Commission Meeting Minutes

(Excerpt)
4. Area Map
5. Parking Occupancy Counts
6. Resident Petition
7. Public Notice
8. Correspondence

RECOMMENDATION

The Traffic and Parking Commission (TPC) recommends that the City Council approve a
resolution modifying Preferential Parking Permit Zone “Q” on the 200 and 300 blocks of
South Canon Drive between Charleville Boulevard and the east/west alleyway
immediately north of Olympic Boulevard with a regulation as follows:

“No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt”

INTRODUCTION

On Match 7, 2019, the TPC reviewed preferential parking permit (PPP) petitions signed
by 66% (25 of 38) of the households on the 200 block of South Canon Drive and 78%
(25 of 32) of the households on the 300 block of South Canon Drive. The TPC voted (3-
2) in support of staff’s recommendation to modify the “1-Hour Parking, 8 a.m. to 2:30
a.m., Permit ‘0’ Exempt’ regulation on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive
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with a “No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt” regulation. Chair Solnit, Vice-Chair
Manaster and Commissioner Meshkaty supported the petitions citing a high percentage
of support from the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive households, and that the
PPP Zone ‘C’ blocks (e.g., 200 and 300 South El Camino Drive) on the west side of
South Beverly Drive have a “no parking” regulation. Commissioners Seidel and Levine
opposed the petition citing that surrounding streets have a “1 -hour parking” or “2-hour
parking” regulation that allow for short-term vehicle parking.

DISCUSSION

The 200 block of South Canon Drive has 38 single-family homes with approximately 66
on-street parking spaces. The 300 block of South Canon Drive has 32 single-family
homes with approximately 59 on-street parking spaces.

The 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive share the PPP Zone “Q” designation with
both single-family and multiple-family street blocks. Street sweeping is scheduled
Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. (west side only) and Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12
p.m. (east side only) on the 300 block of South Canon Drive. There is no posted street
sweeping schedule on the 200 block of South Canon Drive.

Staff conducted a parking occupancy survey on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon
Drive on Thursday, September 6, 2018, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The 200 block of South
Canon Drive had an average occupancy of 56% (37 of 66) and peak-hour occupancy of
77% (51 of 66). The 300 block of South Canon Drive had an average occupancy of 34%
(20 of 59) and a peak-hour occupancy of 58% (34 of 59).

Traffic and Parking Commission Review

In July 2018, staff received two qualifying resident-initiated petitions signed by 76% (29
of 38) of the households on the 200 block of South Canon Drive and 78% (25 of 32) of
the households on the 300 block of South Canon Drive requesting to modify the existing
“1-Hour Parking, 8 a.m. to 2:30 a.m., Daily, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt” regulation on the 200
and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive with a “No Parking” regulation to address
commuter parking intrusion from South Beverly Drive businesses, and to address
parking by residents with Preferential Parking Permit (PPP) Zone “Q” permits from
neighboring multiple-family street blocks. Staff sent out a TPC public notice
recommending a “No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt” regulation for both Street
blocks. After the public notice was mailed out, the lead petitioners for both petitions
provided a joint letter requesting to change Zone ‘Q’ to a different letter designation.

On October 4, 2018, the TPC reviewed both petitions, and deliberated on addressing the
request for a change in letter designation since there is no clear recent precedent on
changing an existing PPP zone letter designation. The TPC voted (3-1) to deny the
petitioners’ request on both blocks.

Following the TPC meeting, both lead petitioners submitted letters in November with
resident signatures (27 Signatures from 200 South Canon Drive; 22 signatures from 300
South Canon Drive) explaining the need for a “No Parking Anytime” regulation
regardless of whether or not the zone letter designation is modified. Both letters are
included as correspondence in Attachment 8.
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On November 26, 2018, staff sought the City Council and TPC Liaison Committee’s
(Gold, Friedman, Meshkaty, Solnit) direction on processing the petitioners’ request. The
Liaison Committee asked that the 200 block of South Canon Drive submit a new petition
clarifying the requested regulation since the block’s lead petitioner indicated changing
the existing Zone “Q” designation to Zone “QQ” designation on the petition form. A new
petition was not required for the 300 block of South Canon Drive since the petitioner did
not specify a zone designation on the form. The Liaison Committee determined that the
TPC should conduct a second review of both petition requests prior to City Council
consideration.

Staff received the new petition from the 200 block of South Canon Drive in February
2019. The TPC conducted a second review of the petition requests on March 7, 2019,
and voted (3-2) in favor of the petition requests.

Occupancy Survey

Below is a summary of the parking occupancy survey conducted on the 200 and 300
blocks of South Canon Drive on Thursday, September 6, 2018, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Occupancy

Study: 8 a.m.- 8 p.m. 20 / 59 (34%) 16 / 59 (27%)300 S. Canon
Peak Hour: 1 p.m. 34 / 59 (58%) 29 / 59 (49%)

Vehicles

On the 200 block of South Canon Drive, on average 56% (37 of 66) on-street spaces
were occupied during the 12-hour survey period, with peak-hour occupancy of 77% (51
of 66) recorded at 1 p.m. Based on license plate data and survey observations, of the
118 vehicles parked throughout the survey period, staff identified the following:

• 82 were identified as commuter vehicles
• 22 vehicles (12 resident and 10 commuter) displayed disabled placards
• 36 vehicles displayed Zone “Q” placards; 15 of 36 registered to 200 block of

South Canon Drive residents
• 1 vehicle displayed a Zone ‘TT” placard
• 5 vehicles were identified as construction/service vehicles (1 residence had

construction activity); all 5 vehicles parked for more than an hour

On the 300 block of South Canon Drive, on average 34% (20 of 59) on-street spaces
were occupied during the 12-hour survey period, with peak-hour occupancy of 58% (34
of 59) recorded at 1 p.m. Due to the posted street sweeping schedule, no vehicles were
parked on the east side of the street from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. during the survey. Based

I Study: 8 a.m.- 8 p.m. I 37 / 66 (56%) 26 / 66 (39%)
200 5. Canon

Peak Hour: 1 p.m. 51 / 66 (77%) I 40 / 66 (61%)

200 5. Canon 118 82/118(69%) 40/118(34%)
300 5. Canon 84 63 / 84 (75%) 28 / 84 (33%)
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on license plate data and survey observations, of the 84 vehicles parked throughout the
survey period, staff identified the following:

• 63 were identified as commuter vehicles
• 25 vehicles (8 resident and 17 commuter) displayed disabled placards
• 13 vehicles displayed Zone “Q” placards; 8 of the 13 placards were registered to

300 block South Canon Drive residents
• 6 vehicles were identified as construction/service vehicles (3 residences had

construction activity); 5 of the 6 vehicles parked for more than an hour

On Monday, February 25, 2019, staff conducted spot counts of the 200 and 300 blocks
of South Canon Drive, as well as the surrounding Street blocks. The average parking
occupancies on each street block were as follows:

Street Block Average Occupancy
200 S. Canon 63%
300 S. Canon 44%
100 5. Canon 80%
200 S. Crescent 18%
300 S. Crescent 21%
200 S. Reeves* 46%
300 S. Reeves* 67%
Charleville - both sides, Reeves to Crescent 89%
Gregory - both sides, Reeves to Crescent 57%

*200 5. Reeves (east side) had street cleaning from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.;
300 S. Reeves (west side) had street cleaning from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Correspondence

A total of nine speakers provided public comment at the March 7, 2019 TPC meeting:

• Six residents, including the two lead petitioners, supported the regulation change
to “No Parking”

• One resident of the 300 block of South Canon Drive, one resident on the 200
block of South Reeves Drive, and one business owner on South Beverly Drive
opposed the change in regulation.

Staff also received a total of 16 written correspondences for the March 7, 2019 TPC
meeting:

• Eleven residents on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive supported the
petition requests.

• Two residents on adjacent street blocks, one business on South Beverly Drive,
and two persons that did not provide an address opposed the petition requests.

From the March 7, 2019 TPC meeting to April 8, 2019, staff received a total of nine
written correspondences:

• Three residents on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive supporting the
petition requests
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• Three residents from neighboring street blocks (Reeves, Elm, and Rexford), and
three businesses on South Beverly Drive opposing the petition requests

Attachment 8 contains a summary table of the correspondences received.

Noticing

On March 27, 2019, notices advising of the City Council’s review of the petitions at the
April 16, 2019 Formal Meeting were mailed to the residents on the 100, 200, and 300
blocks of South Canon, South Crescent, South Elm, South Rexford, and Reeves Drives,
and the north side of Olympic Boulevard (between Reeves and Rexford Drives). Notices
were also mailed to the businesses on South Beverly Drive (both sides between Wilshire
and Olympic Boulevards) and Wilshire Boulevard (south side between Beverly and
Rexford Drives).

FISCAL IMPACT

The cost of modifying parking signs would be nominal and installed by City staff.

Susan Healy Keene, AICP
Appmve4, fr
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RESOLUTION NO. 19-R-_____

RESOLUTION Of THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY Of BEVERLY HILLS
MODIFYING PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE “Q” ON THE 200
AND 300 BLOCKS OF SOUTH CANON DRIVE BETWEEN CHARLEVILLE
BOULEVARD AND THE ALLEY NORTH Of OLYMPIC BOULEVARD

WHEREAS, the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive have an existing preferential parking

permit regulation of “1-Hour Parking, $ a.m. to 2:30 a.m., Daily, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt”;

WHEREAS, in accordance with Beverly Hills Municipal Code Section 7-3-207, two qualifying

petitions signed by at least 60% of the residents on the 200 block of South Canon Drive and at least 60%

of the residents on the 300 block of South Canon Drive were filed to modify the preferential parking

permit zone on the residential blocks of 200 and 300 South Canon Drive between Charleville Boulevard

and the alley north of Olympic Boulevard;

WHEREAS, the 200 block of South Canon Drive resident-initiated petition requested a “No

Parking, Anytime” except by permit regulation, and the 300 block of South Canon Drive resident-initiated

petition requested a “No Parking, $ a.m. to 2:30 a.m., Daily” except by permit regulation, to address

commuter parking; and

WHEREAS, after investigating the need to modify such preferential parking zone, the Traffic and

Parking Commission recommends that the City Council modify the existing zone on the 200 and 300

blocks of South Canon Drive to “No Parking Anytime” except by permit.

NOW THEREFORE, the Council of the City of Beverly Hills does hereby resolve as follows:

Section 1. Based upon the evidence and testimony presented to the City Council, including

the information set forth in the Agenda Report, the findings required by BHMC Section 7-3-206(d) to

justify modifying Preferential Parking Permit Zone “Q” on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive

between Charleville Boulevard and the alley north of Olympic Boulevard can be made.
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Section 2. The Council finds that the following designated preferential permit zone is

required due to commuter vehicles regularly interfering with available public street parking adjacent to

residential property within the zone; such vehicles are the cause of unreasonable noise and pollution in the

residential environment; and there is no reasonable alternative which is feasible or practical to reduce the

identified street parking problem to acceptable levels.

Section 3. The City Council hereby approves modifying Preferential Parking Permit Zone

on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive between Charleville Boulevard and the alley north

of Olympic Boulevard with a regulation of:

“No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt”

Section 4. The City Clerk shall certify to the adoption of this resolution and shall cause this

resolution and this certification to be entered in the Book of Resolutions of the Council of the City.

Adopted:

JOHN A. MIRJSCH
Mayor of the City of Beverly Hills, California

ATTEST:

(SEAL)
LOURDES SY-RODRIGUEZ
Assistant City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM: APPROVED AS TO CONTENT:

LAURENCES. WIENER S ANHEALYKEEIjIACP
City Attorney Director of Community T)evelopment

-2-
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT- PLANNING DIVISION

455 North Rextord Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-4817

(310) 285-1123
FAX: (310) 858-5966

Categorical Exemption

Name of Project: 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive

Location: 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive between Charleville Boulevard and the
east/west alley immediately north of Olympic Boulevard.

Type of Business (if commercial): N/A; residential

Project Description: Modify Preferential Parking Permit Zone “Q” on the 200 and 300 blocks of
South Canon Drive with a regulation of “No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt.”

Applicant’s Name: City of Beverly Hills Phone: 310-285-1000

Applicant’s Address: 455 North Rexford Drive

City: Beverly Hills, CA Zip: 90210

If different, provide:

Agent’s Name: Community Development Department Phone: 310-285-2542

Agent’s Address: 455 North Rexford Drive

City: Beverly Hills, CA Zip: 90210

The undersigned, having received this project for processing, has reviewed it for
environmental impact and concluded that the project qualifies for a categorical
exemption under the procedures adopted by the City of Beverly Hills and no further
environmental assessment is necessary.

Applicable Exemption Class: 1(c)

Comments: Operation of existing public right-of-way; no expansion of use. Proposed changes

not anticipated to result in significant displaced parking.

Reviewed Date

BeverlyHils.org
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Traffic and Parking Commission Regular Meeting Minutes
March 7, 2019

NOES: None

CARRIED

REPORTS FROM PRIORITY AGENCIES

2. Police Department Report
Lieutenant Moreno and Sergeant Nance provided the Police Department report.

CONTINUED BUSINESS

3. 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive Preferential Parking Permit Zone
Consideration of two resident-initiated petitions to modify an existing preferential parking permit
regulation for the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive.

Speakers: Ken Moret, Christine Skirmuntt, Shiva Bennamfar, Jason Lorin, Mark
Elliot, Paul Bernstein, Fahamarz Yadegari, Kathy Harounian, Julie
Valentine

Transportation Planner Martha Eros and Transportation Planning Analyst Christian Vasquez
presented a report.

Motion: MOVED by Commissioner Meshkaty, SECONDED by
Commissioner Manaster to approve the modification of a preferential
parking zone on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive with a
regulation of “No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt” (3-2)

AYES: Commissioner Meshkaty, Vice Chair Manaster, Chair Solnit
NOES: Commissioners Levine, Seidel

CARRIED

4. Southwest Traffic Calming Draft Plan
Presentation of the initial draft plan for Commission review.

Speakers: David Gingold, Margie Blatt, Marc Segall, Ken Goldman, David
Gordon, Bruce Schwartz, Joel Krischen, Sharon Ignarro

Transportation Planner Jessie Holzer and Fehr & Peers Consultant Mike Samuelson presented
a report of the initial draft plan for implementation of traffic calming tools for the Southwest area
of the City for Commission discussion. The Commissioners provided input in advance of the
upcoming March 26, 2019 Special meeting to make a recommendation to the City Council for
a pilot for Southwest Traffic Calming.

Commissioner Seidel left the dais at 72: 11pm

NEW BUSINESS
No items
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PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT PETITION

200 AND 300 BLOCKS OF SOUTH CANON DRIVE AREA MAP
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200 S. Canon Drive Parking Occupancy Survey
Date: Thursday, September 6, 2018

TOTAL PARKING OCCUPANCY
200 BLOCK OF S. CANON DRIVE

Time of Day 8AM 9AM 10AM 11AM NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM 7PM 8PM AVG

Occupied 30 37 45 45 44 51 46 37 35 33 28 26 21 37

Capacity* 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66

% Occupied 45% 56% 68% 68% 67% 77% 70% 56% 53% 50% 42% 39% 32% 56%

NON-RESIDENT PARKING OCCUPANCY

Timeof Day 8AM 9AM lOAM 11AM NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM 7PM 8PM AVG

Non-Residents(NR) 21 28 34 35 34 40 33 27 24 22 16 12 9 26

Residents(R) 9 9 11 10 10 11 13 10 11 11 12 14 12 11

Capacity* 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66

NROccupancy 32% 42% 52% 53% 52% 61% 50% 41% 36% 33% 24% 18% 14% 39%

R Occupancy 14% 14% 17% 15% 15% 17% 20% 15% 17% 17% 18% 21% 18% 17%

200 S. Canon Drive Occupancy

*°
0 60
- 50 68% 68% 670 75/

_ 20 IIiIIII°’42%
100

Z°-
,

0’

b
Time ¾ Occupied

Occupied

PARKING DURATION

# Hours Parked 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 TOTAL

# Vehicles 39 21 11 12 8 1 7 2 4 6 3 2 2 118

% Veh. Parked 33% 18% 9% 10% 7% 1% 6% 2% 3% 5% 3% 2% 2% 100%

°Capacity is calculated mathematically using standard design lengths. and can be increased by reducing the distance
between vehicles and using smaller vehicles. Averages and percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.

Parking occupancy summary -200, 300 S. Canon 9.6.18



300 S. Canon Drive Parking Occupancy Survey
Date: Thursday, September 6, 2018

TOTAL PARKING OCCUPANCY
300 BLOCK OF S. CANON DRIVE

Timeof Day 8AM 9AM 10AM 11AM NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM 7PM 8PM AVG

Occupied 14 13 14 19 29 34 26 20 22 22 18 16 15 20
Copacity* 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59

% Occupied 24% 22% 24% 32% 49% 58% 44% 34% 37% 37% 31% 27% 25% 34%

NON-RESIDENT PARKING OCCUPANCY

Time of Day 8AM 9AM lOAM 11AM NOON 1PM 2PM 3PM 4PM 5PM 6PM 7PM 8PM AVG

Non-Residents(NP) 14 12 13 15 23 29 21 14 15 15 11 10 10 16

Residents(R) 0 1 1 4 6 5 5 6 7 7 7 6 5 5

Capocity 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59

NP Occupancy 24% 20% 22% 25% 39% 49% 36% 24% 25% 25% 19% 17% 17% 26%

R Occupcincy 0% 2% 2% 7% 10% 8% 8% 10% 12% 12% 12% 10% 8% 8%

300 S. Canon Drive Occupancy

16500

0 40

30 49

100 sI$IIfr1yj27 25W’

!
Time % Occupied

C Occupied

PARKING DURATION

#Hours Parked 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 TOTAL

# Vehicles 31 17 11 5 4 6 6 1 1 1 0 0 1 86

%Veh Parked 37% 20% 13% 6% 5% 7% 7% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 1% 100%

Capacity is calculated mathematically using standard design lengths. and can be increased by reducing the distance
between vehicles and using smaller vehicles. Averages and percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number.

Parking occupancy summary - 200, 300 S. Canon 9.6.18
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200 BLOCK OF SOUTH CANON DRIVE

PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT PETITION



cri ot BKeri&]imMoret
a220 S Canon Dr ityuMS10fl

Beverly Hills, CA 9021 2
Kerimoret@ gmaiLcom
February 5, 2019

Parking Regulations/Enforcement
City of Beverly Hills
455 N Rexford Dr.
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

To whom it may concern:

Through this petition, the residents of the 200 block of South Canon Dr,
Beverly Hills 90212 (covered by Zone Q Permits) hereby request a change
in the parking requirements (currently One hour Parking) to NO PARKING
ANYTIME WITHOUT PERMIT. We make this request based on the grow
ing concerns over safety, traffic and frequent damage to property resulting
from the current parking restrictions.

STREET WIDTH
The street is routinely packed with parked cars during the hours of 9am to
6pm which has resulted in numerous issues. The width of the street is such
that it cannot accommodate the flow of north and south traffic simultane
ously when the street is congested with parked cars, as is often the case.
That requires stopping and weaving to drive in either direct when there is
traffic in the opposing lane. That has resulted in the frequent sideswiping of
parked cars or damage to driver side mirrors which are struck when a car is
trying to navigate the small street width without pulling over.

INGRESS/EGRESS



When cars line the street it makes it difficult, if not impossible, for residents
to gain safe ingress/egress to their driveways. Going in or out is often a
dangerous and time consuming exercise resulting from the inordinate num
ber of cars lining the street, often parking so close to the apron of the
driveway as to make even the slightest turn dangerous or impossible.

CHILD SAFETY
There are a growing number of families with small children living on the 200
block of S Canon Dr and our fear is that the blind spots and traffic issues
created by parked cars lining the street pose an additional safety concern
for children and other residents.

The residents have been dealing with the above-listed safety and traffic is
sues for years but they appear to be getting substantially worse. We
strongly feel that this change to a new parking restriction will insure our
ability to safely live on our Street and gain access to our driveways.

Thank you for your time and consideration

Jim Moret
Ken Moret
220 S Canon Dr.,
on behalf of the residents of the 200 block of S Canon Dr.
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PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE
PETITION REQUEST

2016

A Preferential Parking Permit Zone allows Beverly Hills residents to park a vehicle(s) on their street block during
restricted parking hours. Residents of a designated permit zone may purchase up to three (3) permits per household
annually at an approximate cost of $35 each, with fees subject to change each fiscal year. Permits are valid October 1
through September 30, and may be renewed annually.

Residents may register to receive a daytime exemption pass at no additional cost when occasional parking needs
exceed what can be accommodated with three (3) preferential parking permits. Residents must purchase the three
annual preferential parking permits to be eligible to receive daytime exemption pass. Preferential parking permits do not
exempt residents from the City’s overnight parking restriction between 2:30AM and 5AM. [BHMC 7-3-301]
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300 BLOCK OF SOUTH CANON DRIVE

PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT PETITION



PETITION REQUEST FOR CHANGE IN PARKING RESTRICTION —300 South Canon Drive Block

The 300 South Canon Drive block currently has a parking restriction of One Hour 8am to 2:30am (daily)
Permit Q exempt. Residents are petitioning to change this restriction to No Parking Anytime Permit Q
exempt.

Our block parking is uniquely impacted by its location being the second block east of South Beverly
Drive. South Beverly Drive is predominately comprised of eateries, offices, and small businesses.
Frequenters to Beverly Drive and employees use our Street for parking because of its proximity and
short walk to Beverly Drive.

All of the residential streets and Gregory Way west of Beverly Drive (with the exception of the first block
of Gregory west of Beverly Drive) have no parking or no daytime parking restrictions. So where do all of
the South Beverly Drive vehicles go if they can’t park west of Beverly Drive...they go east of Beverly Drive
and we experience their constant presence on our street.

The immediate area east of South Beverly Drive is inundated with vehicles looking for parking spaces.
Our one hour restriction is in name only as enforcement is neither regular nor consistent. When I see
someone parked in front of my house for 2 or 3 hours, I request enforcement, however the one hour
clock starts ticking only after the car is marked. Also, there is no guarantee that enforcement will
return one hour after the car is marked. Therefore, non-residential cars can easily park three or fours
hours without citation even with “enforcement”. I often do call to request parking enforcement, but it
is not feasible (nor desirable) to have to call regularly.

Excessive street parking negatively impacts our quality of life in many ways. When both sides of the
street are parked, there is a major safety concern as two way traffic needs to maneuver the restricted
road space This safety issue is further exacerbated by the excessive driving speeds of most cars driving
on our street. We have already had an accident involving a neighbor who was forced into a parked car
by an oncoming driver who would not slow down---damage was $21,000. Also, the driver side wing-
mirror on my husband’s car was broken off by a vehicle that sideswiped his parked car. Likewise the
restricted visibility of a parked up street makes it often unsafe to exit your own driveway. Additionally
the presence of vehicles seeking parking contributes to traffic volume , and there has been a noticeable
increase in litter consisting of food containers, wrappers, cups, and bottles/cans in the street and on
lawns.

On behalf of the residents of the 300 South Canon Drive block, we thank you for your consideration.

SincereI _—

/1JJ/
Christine Skirmuntt, Lead Petitioner 7



PREFERENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE

A Preferential Parking Permit Zone allows Beverly Hills residents to park a vehicle(s) on their street block duringrestricted parking hours. Residents of a designated permit zone may purchase up to three (3) permits per householdannually at an approximate cost of $35 each, with fees subject to change each fiscal year. Permits are valid October 1through September 30, and may be renewed annually.

Residents may register to receive a daytime exemption pass at no additional cost when occasional parking needsexceed what can be accommodated with three (3) preferential parking permits. Residents must purchase the threeannual preferential parking permits to be eligible to receive daytime exemption pass. Preferential parking permio notexempt residen from the Citys overnight parking restriction between 230AM and 5AM. tBHMC 7-3-301] f/
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BEVERLY HILLS CITY COUNCIL
NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING

200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive

Beverly Hills City Council

Tuesday, April 16, 2019

7:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as the mailer may be heard

City Hall, Council Chamber, 455 N. Rexford Drive, Beverly
Hills, CA 90210

200 South Canon Drive: Modify the existing “1-Hour Parking,
8 am. to 2:30 am., Daily, Except by Permit ‘Q” parking
regulation to “No Parking Anytime, Except by Permit ‘Q”

300 South Canon Drive: Modify the existing “1-Hour Parking,
8 am. to 2:30 a.m., Daily, Except by Permit ‘Q” parking
regulation to “No Parking, 8 a.m. to 2:30 am., Daily, Except by
Permit.”

By Email: transportation@be verlyhills. org
By Mail: City of Beverly Hills

Community Development - Transportation Planning
455 North Rexford Drive, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

The City of Beverly Hills invites your participation in the review of two resident-initiated petitions to
modify the preferential parking permit zone on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive.

MEETING:

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

PETITION
REQUEST:

ACTION: Consideration of a Traffic and Parking Commission recommendation to modify the
parking regulation on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon Drive as follows:

“No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt”

The Traffic and Parking Commission is an advisory board to the City Council. The City Council may
approve, deny, or modify the petition request.

PUBLIC COMMENT:

Persons wishing to comment on this item are invited to attend the April 16, 2019 City Council
meeting and/or submit written comments. Please submit correspondence a minimum of 24-hours in
advance of the meeting date to allow for routing. Any communication received by the City becomes
part of the public record.

If you would like additional information regarding this proposal, please contact the Transportation
Planning Division at (310) 285-1128.

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Council Chamber is wheelchair
accessible and is equipped with audio equipment for the hearing impaired. If you need special
assistance to attend this meeting, please call the Transportation Planning Division at (310)
285-1128 orTlY (310) 285-6881. Please notify the Transportation Planning Division at least
forty-eight (48) hours prior to the meeting if you require captioning service so that reasonable
arrangements can be made.
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City Council

200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive Preferential Parking Permit Zone

Correspondence

As of Monday. ADril 8. 2019 at 5PM
DATE ADDRESS SUPPORT AGAINST NOTES

—
outn uanon urive XXX 9/28/2018 and 3/6/2019

4/4/2019 305 South Rexford Drive #4 X
4/2/2019 352 South Canon XXX 3/3/2019 and 9/21/2018
4/2/2019 309 South Canon Drive XX 9/22/2018

3/27/2019 300 South Beverly Drive, Suite 307 X
3/7/2019 360 South Reeves Drive X
3/7/2019 300 South Beverly Drive, #304 X
3/7/2019 300 South Beverly Drive X
3/7/2019 Elm Drive X

Received at March 7g 2079 TPC Meeting

3/7/2019 310 South Reeves Drive #C X
3/6/2019 357 South Canon Drive X
3/6/2019 Unknown X
3/6/2019 312 South Canon Drive X
3/6/2019 304 South Canon Drive (Lead Petitioner) XXX 9/20/2018 and 9/24/2018
3/5/2019 Unknown X
3/5/2019 349 South Canon Drive X
3/5/2019 301 South Canon Drive XX 10/1/2018
3/4/2019 361 South Canon Drive XX
3/4/2019 328 South Canon Drive X
3/4/2019 305 South Canon Drive XX 9/26/2018
3/1/2019 324 South Canon Drive X
2/22/2019 Unknown X
2/20/2019 269 South Beverly Drive X
2/20/2019 209 South Canon Drive X
11/20/2018 200 block of South Canon Drive letter w/ signatures X 27 of 38 households
11/20/2018 300 block of South Canon Drive letter w/ signatures X 22 of 32 households

Received at October 4 2018 TPC Meeting
10/4/2018 100 Block of South Canon Drive X
10/4/2018 Canon Drive X
10/4/2018 Unknown X
10/3/2018 150 South Canon Drive, #4 X
10/3/2018 Unknown X
10/3/2018 140 South Canon Drive, #201 XX
10/3/2018 136 South Canon Drive X
10/3/2018 Unknown X
10/3/2018 320 South Canon Drive X
10/3/2018 212 South Reeves Drive, #8 XX 9/28/2018
10/1/2018 233 South Canon Drive X
10/1/2018 236 South Canon Drive X
10/1/2018 9379 West Olympic Boulevard, #C X
9/30/2018 220 South Canon Drive (Lead Petitioner) X
9/28/2018 328 South Canon Drive X
9/28/2018 356 South Reeves Drive X
9/28/2018 300 South Canon Drive X
9/27/2018 344 South Canon Drive X
9/27/2018 337 South Canon Drive X
9/26/2018 300 South Beverly Drive, Suite 401 X
9/26/2018 Unknown X
9/20/2018 139 South Beverly Drive X
9/19/2018 137 South Canon Drive, #4 X

X - designates the number of correspondences submitted



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION $U PP0RI
From: Sally S
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2019 2:36 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Permit Parking

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: City Council Correspondence

Beverly Hills City Council,

I am in total agreement with the modification of the parking regulation on South Canon Drive to change
to “No Parking Anytime, Permit “Q” Exempt”

This will provide for greater safety and make it easier to enter and exit
my driveway.

Thank you.
Sally Solomon
333 S. Canon Drive

1
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WebCBH TRANSPORTATION [ ,

From: Gary Kaskel
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2019 11:49 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 & 300 5. Canon Drive proposed modfication

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: City Council Correspondence

I am OPPOSED to the 200 & 300 S. Canon Drive proposed modfication to make the block “no
parking anytime, Except by Permit Q”.

Parking is a quality of life issue and by making this onerous restriction the City is merely making it
more difficult for citizens visiting the area to park their vehicles.

I fail to see the rational basis for any restrictions on parking in residential blocks. I live on Rexford
Drive a few blocks away where there is a 2-hour limit. If I have visitors to my residence for the
afternoon, they have to go out after 2 hours and move their car! Outrageous!

You people in local government are DESTROYING the quality of life in this area. And we all
know why. . . ticket money is a revenue source. In actuality, ticket revenue is a dishonest tax. And it
hurts the working and poor most.

If the residents of these blocks do not want non-residents parking on their blocks, they should not

be appeased and accommodated by the City. Our founding father James Madison
warned of “the tryranny of the majority”.

Gary Kaskel
305 S Rexford Dr #4
BH 90212

1



SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Bernice
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 5:04 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Re: 200 and 300 5. CANNON Dr. BLOCKS

Categories: City Council Correspondence

I support Traffic and Parking Commissions recommendation for:

“No Parking Anytime, Permit Q Exempt.”

Bernice Balson
352 South Cannon Dr.
Beverly Hills 90212

1



SUPPO{i
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Giselle Betser
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 4:26 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 and 300 S Canon blocks No Parking Anytime Permit Q exemption

Categories: City Council Correspondence

Dear City Council,

On April16 you are discussing Permit Q for the street on which we live and own a home. The street parking is
totally out of control and the current regulations are not enforced at all. There is so much congestion and
parking that oftentimes strange cars are partially blocking our driveway which makes it hard to enter and unsafe
to exit. We cannot see oncoming traffic when we back out due to so many cars.

We heartily support No Parking Anytime- Permit Q Exempt. On our street, there is a lot of parking for the
commercial users on Beverly Drive. These parkers litter our street and our property. There is always trash,
bottles, and people lounging on our lawns (the one near the street and the one near the house) near their cars

Also, the street, when full of parked cars, creates a safety hazard because of the reduced road space, making it
hard to pass oncoming traffic safely. This all contributes to a quality of life degradation and makes the value of
our property lower than it should be.

Please help restore our street to a safe and pleasant environment.

Thank you for your attention to this matter,

Name Giselle and Joseph Betser
Address 309 South Canon Drive

1



Beverly Hills City Council
455 N. Rexford Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Ref: Proposed Parking Restriction—200 and 300 blocks of S. Canon Drive

Dear City Council Members,

Please do not further restrict parking on the 200 and 300 block of South Canon Drive by changing the
2-hour limit to the proposed 1-hour limit.

I am an Optometrist, and have been practicing at 300 S Beverly Dr. for over 30 years. This is a small
office building with a small parking lot (that has been available in the evenings and Sundays to neighbors
and visitors for free!).

During business hours, our parking lot overflows despite the building’s use of an attendant to pack cars
in, and my patients necessarily depend on street parking because the municipal lot on the 200 South
Beverly block is full. I have already lost patients owing to their difficulty in finding parking, and a further
restriction to 1-hour parking will severely damage my practice and likely force me to close my office.

My patients cannot get a thorough eye exam and be back at their car within an hour. My patients use
street spaces during the day when residents are unlikely to be home, while our parking lot is used by
residents and visitors at night and on Sundays when we are closed and they are more likely to need
spaces.

The proposed change will likely be fatal to my practice. We have been good neighbors for many years,
and mutual courtesy is respectfully requested.

Thank you for your consideration.

Lynn Seldon, OD
300 5. Beverly Drive, Suite 307
Beverly Hills, 90212



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Elaina
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 2:01 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Parking proposal South Cañon Drive

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: City Council Correspondence

Hi,

I’m a 3Oyear resident living on South Reeves. If you make cañon drive a permit only street, the spill over parking onto my
street will be insane!!! So many people who go to lunch/dinner on Beverly Dr. already take up all the parking on Reeves
Drive! Don’t do it!

Elaina Eller
360 South Reeves Dr.
Beverly Hills 90212

1



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Diane Yamamoto
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 11:28 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Re: Parking on 200 and 300 So. Cannon Drive

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: City Council Correspondence

Dear Parking and Transportation Commision,
My name is Diane Yamamoto and I have been in business in Beverly Hills since 1992. I am located in the 300
So. Beverly Drive Medical Building.
Restricting parking at 200 and 300 Cannon Drive will have a detrimental impact on the patients searching for
parking who have appointments in our Medical Building.
Revenues from Business’s in Beverly Hills directly impact the sustainability of the the City itself.
You have already restricted the parking on Reeves Drive.
Most of us in this building have been here a long time. Parking is limited even for some of us who work in this
building.
Parking spaces are limited for our building at 300 So. Beverly. Some of the employees are forced to find
parking on the Street.
Please take this into consideration in your final decision to restrict more parking.

Respectfully submitted,
Diane Yamamoto, RT, ARRT
Yamamoto Radiography, Inc
300 So. Beverly Drive, #304
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

1



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: David Eldridge
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 11:22 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: parking crisis

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: City Council Correspondence

To Whom It May Concern,
I have been in practice at 300 S Beverly Dr for over 40 years. It has been a wonderful location in may respects. I must

alert you to the increasing difficulty our patients have in reaching my office. In addition to the normal LA traffic
congestion they then have to circle the block several times to search for a parking spot Our one and only public parking
lot on South Beverly Drive fills up quickly and our office parking lot, as well, fills up by mid morning. All of the
professional health care practitioners in my building have lost patients due to the poor accessibility to our offices. If
street parking is to be further restricted it would badly affect my practice. Please consider our dilemma when voting on
additional parking restrictions.

I appreciate your support, David H Eldridge, OD

1



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Hayden Adams
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 10:23 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Changes to parking on Cannon Drive

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: City Council Correspondence

Dear Traffic and Parking Commission,

While I understand that residents of Cannon Drive would prefer to have the street completely to themselves, I think that
ending the one hour parking is a bad idea that would have negative repercussions for residents of other streets. If this
passes, those of us who live in other regulated parking areas will have to absorb the extra cars because people will
continue to come to the area and require parking. I live on Elm Drive but I have parked on Cannon when I have needed
to run an errand on Beverly or Charleville and it required either carrying something heavy or dodging raindrops. It is not
reasonable for residents of Cannon Drive to enjoy the convenience of living near all the offerings of Beverly Drive and
Wilshire Blvd, but not to have to deal with the other people who want to enjoy those offerings, too. Beverly Hills is a
city, after all, not suburbia. The restrictions are already quite limited, only allowing one hour of parking.

I ask the Commission to recommend against this proposal.

Hayden Adams

1



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Scott Patterson
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2019 8:07 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Cc: 13-Lester J. Friedman; Blake Nance; Scott P; Artem Vardanyan; Linda Anderson; Mike

Liang; Donald Chase; David Tomlin; Renato Moreno
Subject: March 7th Traffic & Parking Commsion Meting. City Counccil

Categories: TPC Correspondence

The staff recommendation is to pass this request to make the 200 and 300 blocks of Canon “No Parking
Anytime, Permit @ Exempt. Residents only.

Based on their recommend the staff must have a plan in plan in place to accommodate the street parking
residents of S. Reeves Dr. Blocks 100,200,300 and the business owners of S. Beverly Dr. if this request is
passed.

Please tell us where we will park when S. Reeves reaches parking space capacity and the 1 parking garage on S.
Beverly Dr is at capacity and we can no longer park on Canon? That happens daily. And the Multiple times a
week when we lose our street parking to street cleaning, shoppers, employees and business owners of S.
Beverly Dr. daily? What alternative parking have you arranged for us then?

1 time a week the 200 block of S. Reeves loses 100% of they’re parking for 3 hours, where have you arraigned
for these residents who purchased street parking permits to park that Monday?
2 times a week S. Reeves 300 block loses 50% of their parking for 3 hours. Where have you arranges for these
residents to park if you take parking away on S. Canon?

If this is approved S 300 Reeves Dr. will become the only block in the city of BH that offers 2 hour parking that
allows guest/not permitted people to park. I invite you to come over at any time on any day day between 9-6
and see if you can locate a parking space.

How much will you increase the parking enforcement S. Reeves Dr if this pass? Will we have hourly/daily
parking enforcement of

S. Reeves Dr. the 100, 200 & 300 blocks are possible the most populated streets in Beverly Hills with and city
estimated 500 plus residents that relay non daily on S. Canon for our over flow parking

Status facts from the city of Beverly Hills Dept. All numbers are approximates:
the 200/300 block of S. Canon are all single family homes
Every home on the 200 and 300 blocks of S. Canon has a drive either a drive way, car port and or garage. Most
have a combination of all 3
There are 250 residents of the 200/300 block of Cannon
The 100, 200 & 300 blocks of S. Reeves Dr is 98% Multi family apartment buildings
S. Reeves Dr. Receives more police calls for vandalism, noise disturbance, break Ins and thefts that any street in
the city.
There are 600 residents of the 200/300 blocks of S. Reeves
More residents live on the 200/300 blocks of S. Reeves then there are street parking places
More Street parking plaques have been sold to S. Reeves residents then there are street parking spaces

1
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Dozens of street parking plaques are being used by non-residents of S. Reeves Dr, by empties and employers of
S. Beverly Dr. what plan do you have in place to confiscate those passes?

Scott Patterson
310 S Reeves Dr. # C
Beverly Hills, CA. 90212

2



OPPOSE
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: ramin26
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2019 9:07 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Oppose parking permit regulations

Categories: TPC Correspondence

Dear madam/sir:

I’m the residence of 357 south canon drive. I would like to oppose to make the change to current
parking permit zone on 200 and 300 block. I believe this will cause a lot of problems to the residents
for guests and people who provide services (e.g.: gardeners, plumbers,...).
Since rely,
Ramin Hazany.

Seni from my SprInt Samsung Galaxy S.

1



SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Jerry
Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2019 11:06 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: NO PARKING IN 300 S. CANON DR.

I FARAMARZ YADEGARI IN SUPROT OF NO PARKING WITH OUT PERMIT.

THANK YOU

Jerry Yadegari

Home Extras, Inc.

Ultimate Shield
2764 Leonis Blvd.
Vernon, CA 90058

Scamed by McAfee All Access - Total Protectio&1 and confirmed virus-free.
McAfee



SUPPUh
Paul Bernstein
Modify existing parking permit on South Canon Drive
March 6, 2019 at 7:43 AM

South Canon Drive should have “No Parking Anytime, Permit 0’ Exempt”.
This should reduce the number of cats, from other areas, that have been parking on South Canon.
It should then be safer to drive on South Canon as this street is only 30 feet wide, curb to curb, while
streets west of
Beverly Drive are at least 35 feet, curb to curb.
Paul Bernstein
312 South Canon Drive
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90212

j: t-ii
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SUiUHT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Michael Ford
Sent: Tuesday, March 5,2019 11:39 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive

We are inundated with parked cars. I support Staff’s recommendation for No Parking Anytime, Permit 0 Exempt. This
should help the situation.

Thank You,
Michael Ford
304 South Canon Drive



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Dave KaHn
Sent: Tuesday, March 5, 2019 5:11 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: RE: Proposal for Permit Parking on 200-300 blocks of S Canon Dr.

I am personally against the petition for Permit Parking on 200-300 blocks of S Canon Drive. Such permits will
only push more parkers onto Reeves Drive, which is already congested enough, especially during lunch hours.

The parking garage on Beverly Dr. is always full during those hours,.. where do you expect people to park???

Please keep the current one-hour parking situation on Canon Drive.

Thank you,

David Kahn (21-year resident of BR)



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Lynne Ostrov - -

Sent: Lesday, March 5, 2O9 3:43 PM

To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

Subject: NOTICE OF PUBLIC MEETING

TO: TRAFFIC AND PARKiNG COMMISSION
DATE: THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2019
PETITiON: 200 AND 300 SOUTH CANON DRIVE. MODIFY THE EXISTfNG “I-HOUR PARKING 8:00
AM, TO 2:30 AM. DAILY, EXCEPT BY PERMIT, TO ‘NO PARKING 8:00 AM. TO 2:30 AM. DAILY,
EXCEPT BY PERMIT’.

MARCH 5,2019
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
My husband and I, Jerry and Lynne Ostrow. reside at 349 South Canon Drive, and have for 42 years in the same
home. We are VERY much opposed to the change in the above parking modification. We are very comfortable
with the existing parking restrictions. Our guests and service people are able to comfortably park for a short
period of time in front of our home, without the necessity of a permit. We are lucky enough to have businesses,
including restaurants and other convenient services, a short distance from our home. We think it is great. We
have free parking in our city lots, of course, but it is always a plus to be able to park easily, a quick in and out.
In 42 years we have NEVER seen our street so crowded with cars that it would cause anyone to over zealously
close this option of 1 hour parking without a permit. I remember this Petition was circulated less than 10 years
ago, and it was OVERRULED. This is unnecessary and would pose a burden to many.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

JERRY AND LYNNE BRUCKER OSTROW
349 SOUTH CANON DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90212
cell,



SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: sadhvi saini
Sent: Tuesday, March 5, 2019 3:36 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive

Good afternoon Sir/ Madam

I support no parking anytime permit Q exempt. I can not attend meeting on March 7th but I want you to know that I

support. People park for unlimited hours and then they leave their trash like empty coffee glasses etc out side home.

Which is frustrating.
Thanks
Sadhvi

301, South Canon Drive
Beverly Hills 90212,

CA

Sent from my Phone



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION I U

From: Flora Enayati
Sent: Monday, March 4, 2019 8:27 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 300 block south of canon permit zone

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to inform you that I do not want the permit zone of the 300 south block of Canon to change to a no parking

zone. My home address is 361 South Canon Drive and my name is Flora Enayati. Please consider this as my vote against

making Canon Drive a no parking zone. I would like it to remain as a 1 hour parking zone.

Thank you

Flora Enayati
Sent from my iPhone



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: alex
Sent: Monday, March 4, 2019 8:25 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Re: no parking zone on 300 block south of canon

To whom it may concern,
My name is Eskandar Enayati and reside at 361 South Canon Drive Beverly Hills. I am writing to inform you that I do not

want the permit zone of the 300 south block of canon to change to a no Parking zone. Please consider this as my vote

against making Canon Drive to a no parking zone. I would like it to remain a good hour zone.

Thank you
Eskandar Enayati

Sent from my iPhone



SUPfrUKI
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: jason Icrin
Sent: Monäay, March 4, 2079 7:45 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 & 300 South Canon parking petition

We, as residents & homeowners at 32$ South Canon Drive are in favor of the staffs’ recommendation for a change to No
Parking At Any Time, Permit U Exempt, on our street.

Thankyou for your attention to this matter,
Jeanette & Jason Lorin

Sent from my iPhone
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SUPPUNi
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Bernice —

Sent: Sunday, March 3, 2019 7:37 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Re: No parking anytime permit ‘Q’ exempt

To be clear that:

SUPPORT STAFF RECOMMENDATION PARKING —

NO PARKING ANYTIME, PERMIT U EXEMPT.

Bernice BALSON

Sent from my Phone

> On Mar 3, 2019, at 4:10 PM, Bernice > wrote:
>

> To: Traffic and parking commission
>

> Residence petition to modify the preferential parking permit zone on the 200 and 300 blocks of 5. Cannon Dr.

>

> Petition: I am in favor of Modifying the existing
>

> “1- hour parking, 8 am., to 2:30 am., Daily, Except by Permit” parking regulation to “No Parking, 8 am. to 2:30a.m.,

Daily, Except by Permit.”
>

> Thank you for your consideration for the residents needed request.
>

> Sincerely,
> Bernice Balson
> 352 South Cannon Dr.
>

>



SUPPOR]
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Percy Lipinski
Sert: Friday, March 1, 2019 8:12 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: support City Staff

Hello,
We reside at 324 S. Canon Drive and we do support the no parking except with Q permits.

Best Regards

Percy Von Lipinski
AFM Alive.corn
President & CEO
The World’s Finest Live Performance Systems
1645 Sepulveda, #9, Torrance, CA, 90501



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION ..

From: Dan Kahen
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2019 12:48 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 and 300 blocks of S. Canon Dr.

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories; TPC Correspondence

The commission’s recommendation to modify signs on the 200 and 300 blocks of South Canon drive to “no
parking anytime...” is short-sighted.
The parking issue will oniy be shifted a block down to Crescent drive which is already overloaded with fast
moving cars due to no speed bumps and the traffic light on Crescent and Wilshire.
The recommendation should be made with some thought to its after-effects.

DanM. Kahen
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WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Tanesha Thompson
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 3:35 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: MODIFICATION OF PARKING ZONE

Follow Up Flag: FoHow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: TPC Correspondence

Good Day,

We received notice of the initiative to make 200-300 Cannon Drive “Permit Only.”
While I understand residents want access to more parking, I believe eliminating the option to park for 1 Hour in
the neighborhood is extreme.

There are tons of businesses on South Beverly Drive, and sometimes the garage is either not accessible or
full. You have lots of people that work at these businesses in buildings that do not provide independent
parking. Many owners cannot afford the $5000 price tag for each employee to have a permit. Eliminating the
ability to park temporarily while you grab food, or go to a meeting would greatly congest the rest of the
available metered and garage parking.
Please reconsider this motion. This neighborhood has been working fine for years with it’s current
stipulations. Let’s work together to make S. Beverly accessible for everyone.

TANESHA THOMPSON
OFFICE MANAGER + ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT
ATLAS REAL ESTATE CORPORATION



TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT
From: Susan Feiner
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2019 8:35 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 200 and 300 blocks south of canon

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Categories: TPC Correspondence

I, susan goldman, live at 209 s canon drive, i grew up at 232 s canon drive. Please modify the existing permit to
Q only. I agree with your proposal. The street has became very unsafe with so much traffic and parking. if
you can add speed humps, i would greatly appreciate it.

Thank you,
Susan goldman, formerly feiner

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

1
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City o’er’Hills

NOV 2 218
RE: No Parking Anytime Petition (submitted) — 200 and 300 South Canon Drive Blocks

Planning Uivision
Community Develonment

Dear Mayor Gold and Council Members Bosse, Fnedman, Mirisch, and Wunderlich:

Our primary request is for No Parking Anytime, except by Permit.

A) Our first preference is No Parking Anytime except for a newly designated permit zone other than

Zone Q. (Our existing zone is Q).

Non-residential parking on Canon Drive has two sources:

1) Commercial parkers going to Beverly Drive who park on our street without permits. Because all of

the residential streets west of Beverly Drive and all of Gregory Way west of El Camino have No Parking

except by permit restrictions, frequenters to Beverly Drive can only park east of Beverly Dr. We

experience their constant presence on our street

2) Q permit misuse from the adjacent multi- family streets (which also are permit zone Q) and also

from illegally obtained Q permits. Zone Q is one of the few zones that is shared with single family and

multi-family streets. Of these shared ones, ft is the largest.

This first preference will offer Canon Drive maximum relief.

B) If the Council chooses not to approve No Parking Anytime except for a newly designated permit zone

other than Zone Q, we ask that you please approve Staffs recommendation for “No Parking Anytime,

Permit Q Exempt. This option will provide Canon Drive much needed relief from commercial parkers.

We do support Staffs recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christine Skirmuntt Ken and Jim Moret

Lead Petitioner 300 S. Canon Dr. Block Lead Petitioner 200 5. Canon Dr. Block

ADDRESS PRINT NAME SIGNATURE
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city of ev.cly Hills

NOV 2 2q18

RE: No Parking Anytime Petition (submitted) — 200 and 300 South Canon Drive Blocks ‘flning UIVISIOfl

‘Dommunity Develonment

Dear Mayor Gold and Council Members Bosse, Friedman, Mirisch, and Wunderlich:

P0RI’
Our primary request is for No Parking Anytime, except by Permit

A) Our first preference is No Parking Anytime except for a newly designated permit zone other than

Zone (2. (Our existing zone isO).

Non-residential parking on Canon Drive has two sources:

1) Commercial parkers going to Beverly Drive who park on our street without permits. Because all of

the residential streets west of Beverly Drive and all of Gregory Way west of El Camino have No Parking

except by permit restrictions, frequenters to Beverly Drive can Only park east of Beverly Dr. We

experience their constant presence on our street.

2) Q permit misuse from the adjacent multi- family streets (which also are permit zone (2) and also

from illegally obtained (2 permits. Zone (2 is one of the few zones that is shared with single family and
multi-family streets. Of these shared zones, it is the largest.

This first preference will offer Canon Drive maximum relief.

B) If the Council chooses not to approve No Parking Anytime except for a newly designated permit zone

other than Zone (2, we ask that you please approve Staffs recommendation for “No Parking Anytime,

Permit Q Exempt”. This option will provide Canon Drive much needed relief from commercial parkers.

We do support Stafi’s recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christine Skirmuntt Keri and Jim Motet

Lead Petitioner 300 S. Canon Dr. Block Lead Petitioner 200 S. Canon Dr. Block

ADDRESS PRINT NAME SlGNAT&—Th
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No Parking Anytime Petition (submitted) — 200 and 300 South Canon Drive Blocks

Page 3 of 3

ADDRESS PRINT NAME SIGNATURE



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: lene G. Leeds
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 3:26 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: URGENT / Nooshin Meshkaty: RE: Opposition To Canon Drive Parking Petition

10/03/18

Attention: City of Beverly Hills Department of Transportation Commission Chair Nooshin Meshkaty

I strongly oppose THE CANON DRIVE PARKING PETITION. I am an apartment tenant in the
100 block of South Canon Drive for sixteen years living in a 1937 building that has no garage.
I am a senior citizen who requires a medical handicap placard on my automobile. I had broken
seven ribs and a collarbone, and need a spot nearby to park my car. This “ NO PARKING ANY TIME
proposal in my opinion is discriminatory, shortsighted, negatively impacts the quality of
many lives, creates unnecessary inconveniences and more parking congestion, exacerbates
our stress levels, has no ‘upside for tenants, multifamily residents and apartment owners.This

is a potentially oppressive and emotionally disturbing action. The homeowners with mctltiple garages and lawn
space derive all the benefits.

Please let me know if you have any additional questions.

Sincerely,

Ilene G. Leeds



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: zeno pisani
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2018 1:38 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: oppose canon dr petition

Is it absurd, I live on canon and is already impossible for us resident to park on our Street or in the street near
becouse shop ,school visitors , restaurant client leave the car in front of our house

We pay 145 a year for the permit , without the possibility to park on the block 200 or 300 there will be no place
Increbileb even thinking a thing like this instead of making more parking area possible

Get Outlook for lOS



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Sheyla.ornelas
Sent: Thursday, October 4, 2078 7:24 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTA71ON
Subject: No to Canon Drive petition

Hello,

I’m writing to say I am completely against the canon drive parking petition. Finding parking on my street is already
difficult enough, oftentimes we have to park several blocks away. I can’t imagine how much worse our living situation
will be if this proposal gets passed. It will be impossible, We have tourist parking on our street, people visiting the
Wilhelmina agency, people going to the restaurants, people going to the school, and neighboring streets.

Sheyla

1



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Wess Gates
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 9:22 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Cc:
Subject: 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive — Request to Modify Preferential Parking

Permit Zone

Dear Sir or Madam,

My name is Wess Gates and I reside at 150 S Canon Dr. #4 Beverly Hills CA
90212. I have CCed our property owners/managers herein. I have resided
at this address for approximately 2.5 years. I would like to express my
opposition to the proposed plan and/or
“Request to Modify Preferential Parking Permit Zone” for
the 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive.

I have CCed my landlord herein for reference.

I do agree and support all opposing claims as outlined
here: http://bhrentersalliance.org/canon/ that references the proposal
here http://beverlyhills.granicus.com/MetaViewer. php?view id=&event id =

2981&meta id=376661

Over the past 2.5 years I have noticed “For Rent” signs on both residential
and retail/business units that seem to never rent out or at least remain on
the market for a long time until they do. In my discussion with those that
once lived in the area it is my understanding that they moved out of the
area due to already over restrictive parking limitations. Further restricting
parking may eventually impact property rentals (desirability of the area) as
well as access to the local nearby businesses which already appear to have
a high turner over rate due to high rental costs. We should be helping the
local businesses increase their foot traffic and not the other way around.
Considering these thoughts along with the obviously large number of
unoccupied retail and office spaces for lease which never seem to fill up we
should be looking for ways to make the city more attractive to tourist,

1



(‘2C3
visitors, and residents alike in effort to maintain its curatc&itric
attractiveness.

I already have to deal with, on almost a daily basis, the inability to park on
the street near my house just to unload groceries. I was once parked near
my house to unload groceries and a heavy item I purchased that day. I was
not parked curb side but rather blocking one direction of traffic. A parking
officer saw that I was unloading heavy items into my unit and insisted that
I move my car out of the street immediately regardless or that she would
ticket me. This is how bad parking is and this is how restrictive parking has
become i.e. I could not even unload groceries into my own place of
residence after not having found a place to park.

While we may not be the owners of multi million dollar properties we do
have a Bevely Hills centric life. We walk to where we need to which
minimizes traffic and we support the local economies with our activities.
Restricting the parking in the suggested areas will only worsen traffic
because of the “drive around” affect that it will create i.e. people will have
to drive around in circles looking for and competing for places to park.

There is a bigger community at large here to consider.

best regards,

wess gates Iwi

edtric Corp.
8807 Pioneer Blvd Unit G
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

j

ed ric
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This email may contain confidential and privileged mateTfTör the sole use
of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution by others or
forwarding without express permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not
the intended recipient please contact the sender and delete all copies.



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Laila Hartshauser
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 8:40 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Ms. Nooshin Meshkaty

Dear Ms. Meshkaty,

I oppose the petitioning by the Canon Drive 200 and 300 block residents to have a special entitlement to park on
the blocks 200 and 300 of the BR city street.

This would only create bitterness. Let’s be nice to all of our neighbors.

Best,

Laila Ilartshauser
Realtor
Laila Hartshauser
Realtor

Keller Williams Larchmont
118 N Larchmont Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90004



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Peter Hartshauser
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 8:36 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: No to No Parking Any Time petition

Dear Commission Chair: M. Nooshin Meshkaty

I strongly oppose the TNO Parking Any Time petition. It would make our parking situation worse, or better
unmanageable, for the benefit of a minority of homeowners who are in fact the only ones in our vicinity with
driveways to park their vehicles.

Best Regards,
Peter Hartshauser
140 S. Canon Dr. #201
Beverly Hills, CA 90212



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Brigette Bahari
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 8:02 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORIAflON
Subject: Re: Canon Drive Parking Petition

hello Commission Chair Nooshin Meshkaty,

Hope your day is going well.

As a resident of 136 S Canon Dr for more than 12 years now, I highly oppose this petition that would further
limit the parking allowed for multifamily area residents.

This is how bad it already gets on Thursdays: Reeves, South side of Charleville and Crescent are off limits
because of street cleaning. In the morning, when one is rushing to work, this makes things stressful. Already.
we have to plan out where we park the night before to slightly reduce the stress.

However, there are many people living here so it is not always possible to park accordingly. This is why many
residents need to park on the 200 & 300 blocks of Canon Drive.

If one has guests on a Thursday, it becomes twice the hassle. If one has the day off on Thursday, one still has to
micromanage their car.

Given that the overnight parking permit is restricted away from the 200 & 300 side of Canon Drive, this petition
would not provide them any additional benefit as they do not need to struggle for parking like those who are
Multifamily Area Residents.

This would only cause more problems and continuous complaints, as the limited parking availability and areas
to park already cause these residents to damage their own or each other’s vehicles to fit in the tiny spots they can
find. Since Multifamily Area Residents pay for these permits, even though they are highly limited, it is not fair
to consider changing things.

Ilanything, those who are Multifamily Area Residents should get an extended area to find parking. Especially
since Street Cleaning happens Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday between Reeves, Canon and Crescent.

Do not pass this “No Parking Any Time” petition.

Yours Truly,
Brigette Bahari



WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Jackie Georgiou
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 7:01 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Oppose

I oppose this petition strongly!
Jacqueline Georgiou

Sent from my iPhone



SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From:
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2018 5:10 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Traffic & Parking Commission Meeting October 4, 2018

Dear Parking Commissioners:

We in the 300 Block of South Canon need to preserve and protect our
ability to park on our Block.

The recommendation of “No Parking Anytime, Permit ‘Q’ Exempt” takes
that away by opening the parking to others with a Q Exemption such as
the 100 and 200 Blocks of S. Reeves and the 100 Block of South Canon.

I support No Parking Anytime but we need a Permit Zone different than the
existing Q Zone. We in the 300 Block of South Canon cannot share a
Permit Zone i.e. Q with the apartment Blocks.

Thank you in advance for protecting our rights and giving us a permit
other than Q Exemption. Thank you for serving.

M. Walter Hulkower
320 S. Canon Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

1



From: Mark Elliot
Sent: Wednesday, October 3, 2076 11:78 AM
To: AUson Wehrle
Subject: 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive — Request to Modify Preferential Parking

Permit Zone

Please pass this on to the Traffic & Parking Commission in advance of tomorrow morning’s meeting. Thank you.

Ms. Nooshin Meshkaty, Chair
Mr. Jay Solnit, Vice-Chair
Mr. Jacob (Jake) Manaster, Commissioner
Mt. David Seidel, Commissioner
Ms. Pamela Hendry, Commissioner

Dear Chair Meshkaty and members of the Traffic & Parking Commission:

Thursdays agenda item 3, 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon Drive Preferential Parking Permit Zone,’ should be
pulled from the agenda because this item was improperly noticed.

The notice mailed out to residents did not say, or even suggest, that petitioners were requesting a preferential parking
zone change. Indeed it convened the opposite impression: the modification would continue as zone ‘U.’ That was the
staff recommendation.

Under the petition as noticed, multiIamily residents would continue to be able to park on Canon. That is problematic
enough, and I highlighted the impacts of the designation change to multifamily areas in my September 24th
communication even before we were aware of a request to change the zone.

Unknown to residents until a review of the staff report, though, was that 200 block petitioners had *already* requested
a zone change (‘QU’) and that 300 block petitioners made a similar request after the mailed notice. As explained in the
petitioners statement, this is explicitly TO BLOCK MULTIFAMILY DWELLERS from parking on Canon.

Residents in our multifamily zone have not been afforded sufficient opportunity to comment on this change and the
inescapable impacts that the modification and change in permit zone would cause. Indeed any resident properly noticed
by mail should not have to review a staff report to appreciate the significance — and impact - of any policy change.

Even thought I was very specific in my own communication about the impacts to my neighbors and me, I was never
contacted to correct my evident and apparent understanding that the modification would not block permit holders, The
staff report — and the unfortunate staff recommendation — makes clear that ALL RESIDENTS AND VISITORS would be
blocked from parking on a pubic street that my Canon neighbors do not own.

Please pull this item from the agenda for proper noticing.

Respectfully,

Mark Elliot



Mark Elliot
212 S. Reeves Drive #8

Beverly Hills, CA 90212

September 24, 2018

Ms. Nooshin Meshkaty, Chair
Mr. Jay Solnit, Vice-Chair
Mr. Jacob (Jake) Manaster, Commissioner
Mr. David Seidel, Commissioner
Ms. Pamela Hendry, Commissioner

Dear Chair Meshkaty and members of the Traffic & Parking Commission:

I received notice that the commission will consider modifying the preferential parking
permit zone on the 200 and 300 blocks of Canon Drive. The proposed modifications
would make these blocks ‘No parking anytime, permit Q exempt’ (including a
distinction of ‘8 a.m. to 2:30 a.m.’ for the 300 block). The notice provides no rationale
for the staff recommendation to support the modifications.

I live on the 200 block of Reeves and oppose these modifications for the following
reasons:

Reeves Drive suffers aparkjpg deficit like other R-4 zoned areas. Our
residential density is much higher than an R-1 zone and the preponderance
of older, multifamily properties here do not provide sufficient parking.
Nearly without exception they do not conform to today’s parking
requirements and at provide no on-site parking at all. Moreover, the larger
multifamily properties on my block may conform to parking requirements
(they have garages) yet those residents also use the curb for both daytime
parking for convenience and overnight parking too. High demand and
limited capacity here makes any reduction in parking availability on nearby
Canon Drive a concern.

y block suffers impacts from South Beverly Drive and my nejgprs and
I should not have to bear that burden exclusiveiy. We are fortunate to live
near a vibrant commercial corridor and we enjoy the outdoor dining options
that South Beverly provides. However we have the impacts that go with it:
drivers circling the block at excessive speeds and patrons who choose to
park on my block during daytime hours before the 6 p.m. permit-only
regulation takes effect. For patrons, curb parking may seem convenient
relative to the city’s parking garage. But accommodating South Beverly
Patrons means fewer opportunities for residents to park where we live



(
September 26, 2018
Traffic & Parking Commission
Re: Preferential parking modification for Canon Drive

during business hours. Restricting Canon Drive to ‘No parking anytime’
will remove short-term daytime parking capacity that helps to buffer curb
parking demand on our block.

Restricting Canon Drive to ‘No parking anytime’ will take away an option
for residents who do not have apretèrential parking permit. Purchasing a
preferential parking permit is not obligatory; nor should it be in my view.
But purchasing a permit would be necessary if daytime parking is
prohibited on Canon Drive because short-term visitors would have to find
parking on blocks with no spare capacity during daytime hours. Canon
Drive provides needed capacity when curb parking on Reeves (and the 100
blocks of Canon and Crescent) is not available. We do our part to
accommodate daytime demand for curb parking and so should our
neighbors on Canon Drive.

Restricjg canon Drive to ‘No parking apytirne’ would not accommodate
the Monday mominghuffle that is Reeves_streetcleanin_g. For a sense of
how disruptive the proposed modifications could be, witness game that is
‘musical chairs’ from 9-12 p.m. Mondays when residents, our guests and
Beverly patrons all scramble for a parking spot off of Reeves. That’s when
Canon Drive capacity is important for both preferential permit-holders and
non-permit-holders. Restricting the parking on Canon to ‘No parking
anytime’ would compound our Monday morning parking challenge.

It seems like the prqposed modiflcations are to be considered in haste. The
city recently implemented a preferential parking reorganization west of
Beverly but we do not yet have findings in hand, Should it be expanded
east of Beverly? We don’t yet know, so why carve two blocks out of our
own preferential ‘Q’ parking district before we know about the
effectiveness of that program.

Residents on the 200 and 300 blocks of Reeves already py the price for
restricted parking that beneflts our neighbors in the Southwest. Nobody
shared with my neighbors and I the rationale for eliminating parking on El
Camino, Rodeo and other streets west of Beverly (including Gregory) and
certainly nobody asked our opinion. Yet the ‘No parking anytime’
restriction has pushed demand for curb parking into my neighborhood.
Today our streets are not merely an option for business patrons who seek
curb parking but it is the only option — and we provide it at the expense of

Mark Elliot
212 S. Reeves Drive #8
Beverly Hills, CA 90212



September 26, 2018
Traffic & Parking Commission
Re: Preferential parking modification for Canon Drive

our own convenience. We should not have to pay for a restricted parking
benefit for our neighbors on Canon Drive too.

If the problem is discdpikilacard abuse then tinkering with
pkipjtjons on Canon Drive is no answer. We all have to
accommodate disabled drivers and even disabled placard abuse. We lose no
small number of spots to visitors and workers in our commercial areas. But
pushing those placard-abusers on to Reeves or Crescent from the 200 block
of Canon Drive through a ‘No parking anytime’ restriction will do nothing
to address the underlying problem of placard abuse. A solution will have to
come from Sacramento.

And most broadly, there exists no_justification for arnj single-farny
pfopçrtyçwneron Canon Drive to c1m. ;ciic
curbs we all own. We who live on Reeves Drive share our limited curb
space with anybody who wants to park there (as do residents on the 100
blocks of Canon and Crescent). We share our curbs even though demand
exceeds capacity and residents who live in ‘under-parked’ dwellings bear
an added inconvenience of having to hunt for parking near where we live.
So it hardly seems prudent — or fair — to take away whatever limited
overflow capacity exists on the 200 and 300 blocks of Canon Drive. We on
Reeves provide parking capacity for visitors to our neighborhood and even
to Canon drive residents and their guests. Why shouldn’t our single-family
neighbors on Canon Drive do theft part?

Two suggestions for more equitable curb parking arrangements:

Make the three blocks of Reeves ‘Noparkinaytimejust lilce the 200 and
300 biocks of Canon would be under the sed modifications. Barring
any visitor without a permit at all times would definitely take the parking
pressure off of our residents who need to park at the curb. It would also
liberate parking capacity for our guests using our preferential permit.
Purchasing a preferential permit would be a cost we could bear to be rid of
South Beverly parking impacts. But it would come at the expense of some
discomfort to the businesses. Should the commission permit our Canon
Drive neighbors theft proposed modification, then let’s spark the discussion
about commercial zone parking minimums by barring patron parking on my
street too.

Relax ‘No parking aflytime’ restrictions onEl_Camino1 Rodeo and more
streets west of Beverly including Gregory to take the pressure of my street.

Mark Elliot
212 S. Reeves Drive #8
Beverly Hills, CA 90212



September 26, 2018
Traffic & Parking Commission
Re: Preferential parking modification for Canon Drive

I call this the ‘parity solution.’ Should this commission support our Canon
Drive neighbor’s petition, then I suggest you strip away the unnecessary
‘No parking anytime’ restriction in the Southwest. (It hardly seems
justifiable anyway.) The benefit is three-fold: it gives South Beverly
patrons a place to park nearer to businesses on the west side of the Street; it
relieves the parking pressures on my street; and it would cushion the blow
of the new ‘No parking anytime’ restrictions on Canon (if granted). One
more bonus: it would provide my Southwest neighbors with a reason to
reconnect with our TPC commissioners!

***

The mystery is why the city would consent to eliminate non-permit parking from
Canon Drive at all hours in the first place. I wasn’t aware there was a problem on
Canon; and if there is a problem it is one we deal with on Reeves every day. We
haven’t yet seen the staff report so we can’t know the rationale.

While I don’t see a rationale I do see a motive. Once 1-hour parking isprohibitedon
Canon, the demandfor that parking wilt be displaced o Reeves. And maybe that could
convince my neighbors to consent to curb parking on both sides of the 200 block of
Reeves.

Double-sided Reeves parking has been a longtime goal of the transportationlparking
staff. Simply it would double the curb parking capacity for South Beverly businesses.
Indeed it has been proposed whenever I’ve complained about South Beverly-related
traffic impacts. Yet I see that the proposition would only relieve the city of its parking
capacity headache; it would do nothing for me and my neighbors who would have to
navigate a busy street of insufficient width for dual-side parking. In any case we
already do our share for the commercial district.

If the city is determined to address some parking-related problem, then let me direct
staff to the many homes along the 200 and 300 blocks of Canon Drive that show
excessive and illegal front yard paving, We see as many as four vehicles in the front
yard of some homes, sitting atop a patchwork of pavements or, worse, wall-to-wall
sprawl of hardscape with no sign of front yard at all.

Violations of this code section are plainly evident:

10-3-25 18: PAViNG. Paving within a front yard shall require a building
permit and shall comply with the following restrictions: (A) Coverage Of
Paving: Not more than thirty three percent (33%) of the area of a front yard
shall be paved.... (C) No portion of a front yard within five feet (5’) of a

Mark Elliot
212 S. Reeves Drive #8
Beverly Hills, CA 90212



September 26, 2018
Traffic & Parking Commission
Re: Preferential parking modification for Canon Drive

building shall be paved, except for a driveway . . . (F) All paving shall be
Portland cement concrete or its equivalent... [and] no more than three (3)
different types of pavement materials shall be used in any front yard....

Because the laws is not enforced we have come to a ‘wild west’ situation where
owners take liberties and cars stack-up like a car lot. There may even be one in the
driveway apron too. We could improve my neighborhood by addressing these
violations before we create additional parking restrictions that will burden the rest of
us residents who live in R-4 districts adjacent to the petitioners.

Thank you very much for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Mark Elliot
212 S. Reeves Drive #8
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
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SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Marc
Sent: Monday, October 1, 2018 5:41 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Resident 233 s Canon.

Resident and owner at 233 S Canon Dr. 90212

Would like to recommend no parking except by permit for the 200 block of south canon dr. Thank you

Raphael Wizman

Sent from my iPhone



SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Ken Takata <

Sent; Monday, October 1, 2018 5:14 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Preferential Parking Permit Zones 200 and 300 South Canon Dr

To Whom it May Concern:

I understand that there is a meeting this Thursday 10-4-18 regarding modifying the current 1 hour parking 8am to
2:30am except by permit to no parking anytime except by permit.

This is unacceptable because people who don’t live in this area tend to abuse the time allowed to park and there are a
lot of fender benders from negligent parking. Please change the parking to no parking unless he or she is a resident of
Canon Dr.

Sincerely,
Ken and Ruth Takata
2365 Canon Dr
Beverly Hills CA. 90212

Sent from my iPad
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9/18/2018 ommunity Develomnt

Re: Notice to modify preferential parking Permit Zones on 200 & 300 blocks of
South Canon Drive

Atm: Traffic & Parking Planning Commission

Please, please, please do not take away the 1 hour parking on South Canon Drive. I
live in the corner apartment building on Canon & Olympic & we need that time for
deliveries & short term parking for errands! There is no visitor parking or delivery
area in our building.

It is not practical to have a permit pass, as by the time a person walks around the
corner, climbs 3 flights of stairs & goes back it is not practical. Plus you have to rely
on the visitor to take the permit back up 3 flights of stairs & they have to walk back
to their car. I do not know anybody that would come over for lunch that would do
that?

What is wrong with the 1 hour parking that exists now? It use to be 2 hours & now
you want to get rid of the only parking left?

There are always lots of spaces on Canon to park, so what is the problem? The
business people do not park here as it is a 1 hour zone.

My vote is please no, no, no! Please, do not change.

Diana Spies
9379 W. Olympic Blvd. #C
Beverly Hills, CA 90212



SUPPORT
WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: sadhvi saini
Sent: Monday, October 1, 2078 12:10 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Oct 4 Traffic & Parking meeting

To, commissioners

I live at 301 S Canon Drive.
I support no parking any time for our block.

I do not support keeping permit zone Q. The 300 S Canon Drive block needs no parking any time with a permit zone
separate and different than the current Q zone

Sadhvi Saini
301 S Canon Drive

Sent from my iPhone



TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT
From: Jim Moret -

Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2078 5:06 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Cc: Ken Moret
Subject: Traffic 8 Parking Commission meeting Oct 4, 2018

September 30, 2018

City of Beverly Hills
Community Development - Transportation Planning
455 N Rexford Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90210

Re; 200 S Canon Drive Parking Permit petition

lam not able to attend the October 4, 2018 meeting in person so I am providing this written correspondence as allowed under
public comment,

I am a resident of 220 S Canon Dr and for many months we have endured a growing parking/traffic issue on our block. The
significant number of cars parked on the Street much of the week (most of which are non-residents) has caused several problems
of significant concern listed below.

The street is not sufficiently wide to handle North-South traffic when parked cars line both sides of the street as they ofien do.
This requires one car to find a spot to pull over to allow the car traveling in the opposite direction to pass. Many drivers have
apparently had difficulty judging the narrow width and have hit cars on a fairly regular basis, I have had two parked cars hit,
most recently two weeks ago, my wife’s parked car was sideswiped at considerable expense. My wife and I personally
witnessed a truck shearing off the driver’s side mirror of a car passing in the opposite direction. My wife also recently witnessed
a two-car accident on our Street caused by lack of street space requiting an ambulance to transport one of the drivers.

In addition, this traffic congestion caused by an excessive number of cars parked along the street is a risk to the growing number
of small children who live and play on the 200 block of South Canon. I am concerned about the danger to pedestrians caused by
the parked cars and traffic issues.

Many of the driveways along the street are a single width, allowing for only tandem parking of autos for the residents. As a
result of parking congestion, it is often difficult to even move cars from my home driveway because there are no parking spaces
available for even short-term parking nearby. Many of the cars left all day - even those with Zone Q permits- are not in fact
residents of Canon Dr at all, leading me to the inescapable conclusion that residents of nearby streets with Zone Q permits
andlor employees of various businesses on Beverly Drive are using permits to park all day at the expense of residents.

It is not unreasonable for residents to expect a single available parking place in front of their own home for visitors or even to
use ourselves on a short-term basis. The current situation of one-hour parking and the use of Zone Q permits by residents of
neighboring streets and by non-residents is an issue which I respectfully ask you to please allow us (and the 300 blocks of
Canon) our own zone for purposes of parking.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Regards,

Jim More
220S Canon Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
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From: jason orin
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 3:15 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Community Development Department ret petition for altering parking requirements on

300 block of Canon drive.

As residents of the 300 block of Canon drive, we wish to add our voices to that of our neighbors by advocating
for changes to the parking requirements. As owners of a single-family home, as all the residences on the block
are, We think it important to differentiate from the multi-family homes of Reeves drive and the commercial
spaces of south Beverly drive.
Those streets have invariably been developed with dedicated parking in mind during the planning
stages. Spillover SHOULD NOT be the responsibility of the 200 or 300 blocks of south Canon. Just as the
streets west of south Beverly drive have been protected from such congestion, so should our street.
A restriction on parking except by permit AND THE CREATION OF A UNIQUE PERMIT DESIGNATION
FOR THE 200 & 300 BLOCKS Of SOUTH CANON DRIVE should solve the problem nicely.

Thank you for your attention to this
matter,

Jeanette & Jason Lorin
328 South Canon drive
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From; Darlene Basch
Sent: Friday, September28, 2018 10:37 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Modify Permit Parking on South Canon Drive

To the Traffic & Parking Commission

I have owned my home at the address below on South Reeves Drive for over 15 years. Parking has always been an
issue on South Reeves Drive because of being so close to Beverly Drive. When the City of Beverly Hills changed to
permit parking only starting at 6 pm, parking spaces for residents and their guests improved somewhat. However, since
then there are days and evenings when finding parking on my street is impossible.

However, when you drive down the 200 and 300 Blocks of South Canon, there is always a wealth of parking places.
Should you remove the availability of these spaces, there will be much less parking on South Reeves Drive because
people would be forced to park here. The parking restrictions barely provide enough spaces all day and evenings.

This consideration does not make any sense based on the fact that South Canon always has many parking spaces
available. It is unclear why these two blocks need to be “No Parking Anytime Except By Permit.” S. Reeves Drive already
doesn’t have enough parking for residents and guests..

I hope that you will consider the opinion of a long-time Beverly Hills resident on South Reeves Drive and do the research
on the parking situation on 200 and 300 South Canon Drive.
I’m sorry I will not be able to attend the meeting on October 4th because I will be out of town.

Thank you for your consideration,
Darlene Basch

Darlene Basch
356 S. Reeves Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
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From: Stephanie Goldstine
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2078 10:27 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Preferential Parking South Canon Drive

Importance: High

To Whom It May Concern:

As a resident of the 300 block on South Canon Drive, I would like to voice my support for the modification of the
preferential parking zone from one hour parking to no parking (Permits exempted), to protect our neighborhood from
the parking problem created by the encroaching commercial parking onto our residential streets. I live on the corner of
Canon and Gregory and, more often than not, it is difficult to find parking near my house due to people frequenting the
South Beverly Drive businesses. It has come to my attention from some of my neighbors that there is concern that
permits are being sold to employees of some of these businesses. Given the inadequate parking situation, it is curious
to me that the surrounding multi-residence blocks (100 & 200 South Reeves, and 1005. Canon) have parking on only one
side of the street. As surrounding blocks become no parking zones, this problem will only be exacerbated. I am unable
to be at the meeting, but I am happy to speak with anyone from the city if so desired. My phone number is -

Sincerely,

Stephanie Robinson Goldstine
300 S. Canon Dr., BH 90212
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From: Sally S
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 5:37 PM
To: We5CBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: October 4th Traffic & Parking Commission meeting

To Commissioners: Re: Canon Drive parking permit zone change

I am in agreement with the Dept. of Transportation’s recommendation to
modif’ the current restriction on the 200 and 300 S. Canon Drive blocks to
no parking anytime, except by permit.

But, if we keep our existing Permit Q, we will continue to share it with the adjacent blocks that consist of
apartment houses.

Therefore, I think the 200 and 300 Canon Drive blocks should have a separate and distinct zone other than
Q.

Thank you for your understanding and cooperation in this matter.

Sally P. Solomon
333 S. Canon Drive
B.H., Calif.90212
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From: Yuda Masjedi
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:16 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: October 4th/201 6 Traffic & Parking commission Meeting (Canon Dr.permit zone

change)

To : Commissioners

We strongly support the staff recommendation to change the current parking time limitations to NO PARKING.

I DO NOT want our block to share the permit zone U with the adjacent block.

I want a different permit zone.

The 300 block of South Canon should have NO PARKING signs with a different permit zone than adjacent 200 block.

Regards
Masjedi family
344 S Canon Dr.
Beverly Hills ,Ca 90212
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From:
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2018 12:22 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Cc:
Subject: Parking Permits for 300 Block S. Canon Drive, 90212

Hello:

Thank you for approving the permit change for our block. I am a resident of 337 S. Canon Drive. We have great concern
that the permits for S. Reeves Driv&apartments and S.Crescent Drive are all ID with a ‘Q’. This would allow permits from
our neighboring blocks to overload S. Canon Drive with their visitors cars.

We request that the 300 block of S. Canon Drive be ID with a different letter code, to avoid abuse of the Canon Drive
residents.

Thank you,
Michael & Donna Bilinsky

1
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WebCBH TRANSPORTATION

From: Julie Valentine
Sent: Wednesday, September26, 2018 2:33 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Fw: Oppose Parking Restriction

Categories: TPC Correspondence

Dear City Council Members,
I am writing to oppose the parking restriction on the 200 and 300 block of South Canon Drive. I practice at 300 S. Beverly
Dr. Beverly Hills 90212. There is limited parking as it is and it is important that options are available to patients who visit
me. I have been at this location approximately 30 years and have seen parking dwindle. My building has a very small lot.
My patients need an alternative. Residents who oppose should not live next to a business area if they are bothered by
parking on the street. I strongly urge the council to reject the proposal to restrict parking as it causes a hardship on the
ability to do business.
Respectfully Submitted,
Julie Valentine DDS
300 S. Beverly Dr. Suite 401
Beverly Hills, 90212

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: natalie King
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 1 2:22 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Modification of Preferential Parking Permit Zones - 200 S. Canon & 300 S. Canon -

Traffic & Parking Commission Meeting 1014/18

Categories: TPC Correspondence

I work in Beverly Hills and am highly opposed to adding any additional Preferential Parking Permit
Zones. Parking is already very challenging all over Beverly Hills - adding ANY additional Preferential
Parking Zones will further seriously negatively impact the Business Community.

Please add my above written comments to the Record for the Meeting 10/4/18.

Thank You!

Natalie King
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From: Michael Ford - -

Sent: Monday, September 24, 2018 8:29 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: October 4th T & P C Meeting - Canon Drive Agenda Item

Categories: TPC Correspondence

To The Traffic and Parking Commissioners,

1 am a resident on the 300 block of South Canon Drive and I would like you to know that:

1. I support the change to No Parking except by Permit.
2. I do not support keeping our current permit zone Q.The No Parking except by Permit on the 200

and 300 blocks of Canon Drive needs a separate and distinct permit zone other than Q.

Currently 200 and 300 blocks of Canon Drive share the Q zone with the neighboring apartment
blocks.

Sincerely,

Michael Ford
304 South Canon Drive



_____

TRANSPORTATION SUPPORT
From: Giselle Betser
Sent: Saturday, September 22, 2018 12:08 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: 300 S block of Canon

To: Commissioners

I support the staff recommendation to modify the restriction to No Parking.

I DO NOT support the retention of our existing permit zone Q. Permit zone Q is currently shared by adjacent
apartment blocks.

The 300 South Canon Drive block needs No Parking with a separate and distinct zone other than Q in order to
be effective in reducing the congestion.

Thank you.

Giselle and Joseph Betser

309 South Canon Drive

Beverly Hills, Ca 90212

1
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From: Bernice
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2018 2:52 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: October 4 traffic and parking commission meeting (Canon Drive permit zone change)

To: Commissioners

I am a resident on the 300 South Cannon Dr. block and signed the petition to change the block restriction to No Parking.
I did not sign to keep the existing permit zone.

I support the staff recommendation to modify the restriction to No Parking.

I DO NOT support the retention of our existing permit zone Q. Permit zone U is currently shared by adjacent apartment
blocks.

The 300 South Canon Dr. block needs No Parking with a separate and distinct zone other than Q.

Thank you,

Bernice Balson
352 South Cannon Dr.
Beverly Hills 90212

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Pilar -

Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2018 8:55 AM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Subject: Proposed change to parking permits on Canon Drive

Dear Sir or Madam,

As a local business owner, on Beverly Drive, I am opposed to this proposed change to the parking allowances on the 200
and 300 blocks of Canon Drive.

The public lots are already overcrowded to the point of sometimes being closed with “lot full” signs In the afternoons.
Alllowing potential customers to park for up to one hour on Canon Drive helps to alleviate this problem.

I understand that these are residential blocks, but allowing the minimum visitor parking of one hour is essential to
supporting the local economy.

Thankyou.

Pilar Stein

Pilar Stein, LCSW
Psychotherapy

1
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From: Christine Skirmuntt
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2078 5:06 PM
To: WebCBH TRANSPORTATION
Cc:
Subject: October 4th T&PC Meeting - 200 and 300 Blocks of S. Canon Drive Permit Zone

Change Request

Dear Traffic and Parking Commissioners,

We are the lead petitioners for the 200 and 300 South Canon Drive blocks. Please note that 78.9% of the 200 block
households (30 out of 38) and 86% of the 300 block households (25 out of 29) signed the petition to change our block
restriction to No Parking. Our current permit zone is “0’ for 1 hour parking, and petition signers all assumed that a
change to No Parking would include a change in zone designation. That was the intention in addition to converting to No
Parking. We just received our “Notice of Public Meeting” and are surprised to see that our No Parking would be “Permit
0 Exempt’.

The 200 and 300 South Canon Drive blocks (which are single family residences) are both now a permit zone
Q. Immediately adjacent are apartment blocks -—-the 100 and 200 South Reeves blocks and the 100 South Canon Drive
block—- which are also designated permit zone 0. (Please note that these apartment blocks only allow parking on one —

the east-- side of their street.) Since the permit zone does not follow the block/street, it is common for residents from
these apartment blocks to park on our single family blocks. If the permit zone 0 is retained for the 200 and 300 South
Canon Drive blocks as indicated by the staff recommendation, then the No Parking protection is substantially
diminished as the apartment residents will still be allowed to park on our street.

Also, we have seen a number of cars who repeatedly park with 0 permits all day long but only on weekdays. These
drivers are seen walking towards Beverly Drive. If our blocks retain their existing 0 zone, then these cars will also be able
to continue parking on our blocks

We request that the 200 and 300 South Canon Drive blocks be given a No Parking Anytime restriction with a new permit
zone to be distinguished from the existing Q zone which is shared by the adjacent multi-family blocks. Different permit
zones need to apply separately to single family and to multi-family blocks, especially when these blocks are
adjacent. Also, a change in permit zone will prevent current outside offenders who are in possession of the 0 permit
from continuing to use our street as a parking lot.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Christine Skirmunif Ken and Jim Moret
Lead Petitioner 300 South Canon Drive Block Lead Petitioners 200 Canon Drive Block

1
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